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Abstract. This paper introduces a new similarity measure designed to
bring a population of segmented subjects into alignment in a common
coordinate system. Our metric aligns each subject with a hidden proba-
bilistic model of the common spatial distribution of anatomical tissues,
estimated using STAPLE. Our approach does not require the selection of
a subject of the population as a “target subject”, nor the identification
of “stable” landmarks across subjects. Rather, the approach determines
automatically from the data what the most consistent alignment of the
joint data is, subject to the particular transformation family used to align
the subjects. The computational cost of joint simultaneous registration of
the population of subjects is small due to the use of an efficient gradient
estimate used to solve the optimization transform aligning each subject.
The efficacy of the approach in constructing an unbiased statistical atlas
was demonstrated by carrying out joint alignment of 20 segmentations
of MRI of healthy preterm infants, using an affine transformation model
and a FEM volumetric tetrahedral mesh transformation model.

1 Introduction

Statistical atlases are an important representation for characterizing anatomy
and anatomical variation. They have applications in characterizing normal ana-
tomy, and in identifying structural differences between populations, such as
between healthy newborn infants and infants with white matter injury. Fur-
thermore, statistical atlases provide prior probability models useful to constrain
segmentation and registration algorithms to ensure robust and rapid operation.
For example, given prior information about the main modes of shape variation, a
non-rigid registration algorithm may optimize initially upon these main modes of
variation instead of considering all parameters of the deformation model simul-
taneously. The use of statistical atlases has also been investigated for improving
the accuracy of automatic segmentations algorithms to extract data despite the
noise and artifacts by capturing a priori information.

A statistical atlas is a model of the expected anatomy, usually represented
as a probability of an anatomical structure or tissue being present at each voxel
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of a 3D lattice. Such an atlas may be constructed by sampling from a large
population of subjects, identifying the anatomy or tissue present in each subject
by segmentation and then projecting the segmentation into a common coordinate
system. Previous approaches to do this have differed in the manner in which the
appropriate alignment of the subjects is defined, and by the flexibility of the
transformation aligning the subjects. For example, some have used manually
selected landmarks [11] or intensity features [2] . As described in [2], a data-
driven approach that avoids any bias introduced by selecting a set of landmarks
is a desirable feature for next-generation statistical atlas construction algorithms.
Furthermore, the bias introduced by selecting a particular subject (who has an
anatomy of unknown typicality) and aligning further scans with that subject [4]
is undesirable. Algorithms that attempt to undo this bias by removing an average
transformation following the alignment to a single subject have been described
(see [5] and [8]) but unfortunately require limiting assumptions regarding the
accuracy of the individual subject-to-target alignment (see for example [8] note
on page 1021) and in practice have generated statistical atlases that differ when
different target subjects are selected.

We have previously investigated an approach to atlas construction that avoids
the bias introduced by a single subject by carrying out simultaneous alignment
of a collection of subjects [14]. This approach was built upon previous work in
handwriting recognition by alignment [6]. This algorithm required the expensive
construction of a large joint probability distribution. Bhatia[1] proposed to select
one arbitrary image to act as an intensity reference, and then to add all pairs of
intensities, comprising the voxel intensity in the reference and the corresponding
intensity in each image, to the same joint histogram. We propose here a new
algorithm, leveraging our recent work in the automated assessment of similarity
of segmentations [14] to enable the construction of a statistical atlas by joint
alignment of a collection of subjects. The new algorithm presented here is both
efficient, in not requiring an unwieldy large joint probability distribution esti-
mate, and avoids identifying any particular subject as a target and hence avoids
any target bias. It does not require the identification of common and stable land-
marks across subjects, but rather uses a data-driven approach to identify from
the input data itself, the most consistent joint alignment of the subjects.

2 Algorithm Description

The purpose of the algorithm is to identify the best joint alignment of a col-
lection of segmentations. This is done by solving for the set of transformations
{Tj} mapping each subject j into a common coordinate system. The common
coordinate system is also estimated from the aligned data. To speed up the
convergence, the set of {Tj} is initialized to map the center of gravity of each
subject to the center of the common coordinate system. The algorithm is a gen-
eralized Expectation-Maximization algorithm, where the subject segmentations
are the observed data, and hidden data is the anatomical label of each voxel
of the statistical atlas. The parameters to be estimated are the transform for
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each subject that aligns each subject best with the hidden statistical atlas, and
parameters that describe the similarity of the subject labels with that of the hid-
den statistical atlas. The similarity parameters are estimated as in our earlier
work on validation of image segmentation, and can be interpreted as, for each
subject label, the probability that the subject label will match the atlas label
at the same voxel under the current transformation. A closed form expression
for these parameters is straightforward to solve, whereas the transformation pa-
rameters have no closed form solution and must be identified by an optimization
procedure. Therefore, the implementation iterates between these two steps:

– Expectation step: A probabilistic estimate of the statistical atlas labels is
made given the set of subjects 1 . . . J and the set of current transformations
{Tj}.

– Maximization step: For each subject j, the transformation Tj is updated
to maximize the similarity of the subject with the probabilistic statistical
atlas estimate computed in the first step. The parameters describing the
consistency of each aligned subject to the probabilistic atlas are found by
maximum likelihood estimation.

The entire procedure is then iterated to convergence, with the consistency pa-
rameter estimates being used to update the probabilistic atlas labels, which then
allows new refined estimates of the simultaneous joint alignment of the subjects.
As this constitutes a generalized Expectation-Maximization algorithm, conver-
gence to a local optimum is guaranteed.

2.1 Probabilistic Atlas Estimation

In this step, a probability map for each label is computed over the whole atlas
image domain using an iterative EM algorithm described in [13,14]. Rather than
also updating estimates of the transformation parameters at each iteration, they
are held fixed until the probabilistic atlas estimate is converged, and are only then
updated. After convergence of the probabilistic atlas estimate, the probability
to find the label s at the voxel i in the atlas can be written as

Wsi =
1
α

f(Ai = s)
∏

j

f(Dij |Ai = s, Θ̂, Tj) (1)

=
1
α

f(Ai = s)
∏

j

θ̂j
Dijs (2)

where α is a normalization constant to ensure
∑

s Wsi = 1, f(Ai = s) is a prior
probability on the ground label Ai, Dij is the value of the ith pixel in the jth

subject. Θ̂ is the set of matrix of parameters describing the similarity of each
subject with the probabilistic atlas. For a subject j, each element of the matrix
is θ̂j

s′s, the probability for observing the label s′ when the ground truth is s and
can be computed from the set of Wsi as:
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θ̂j
s′s =

1
β

∑

i:Dij=s′
Wsi (3)

where β is a normalization constant to get
∑

s′ θ̂j
s′s = 1.

After convergence, the solutions of Equations 1 and 3 become stationary.

2.2 Subject to Probabilistic Atlas Registration

Once the probabilistic atlas Wsi has been computed for each label s, at each
position i of the atlas image domain, the set of transformations {Tj} is updated
for each subject by solving the transformation Tj maximizing the mean trace of
the jth subject similarity matrix :

1
Ns

∑

s

θ̂j
ss (4)

Since θ̂j
ss denotes the true positive fraction of the label s, this cost function seeks

to align the subject j to have a spatial distribution of labels as similar as possible
to that of the probabilistic atlas.

To illustrate the behavior of this metric around the optimum, the mean
trace of the specifity matrix for one subject is plotted around the optimum as a
function of translations and rotations parameters in Figure 1 for variations in a
[-10,+10] interval.

Fig. 1. The cost function used for multi-subject registration is plotted for one subject
around the optimum found by the algorithm as a function of the translations and
rotations parameters.

3 Experiments

The 22 high resolution T1w, PDw and T2w MRI images of healthy preterm in-
fants were segmented into tissue types (background, skin, sub-cortical and cor-
tical gray matter, cerebrospinal fluid, myelinated white matter, unmyelinated
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white matter) using an intensity- and atlas- based optimal classifier as previ-
ously described and validated [12]. For this experiment, these labels have been
gathered in four labels: background, unmyelinated white matter, basal ganglia
and a class containing the remaining brain voxels.
The set of transformations mapping the atlas space on each subject was com-
posed of a rigid and scale transformation followed by an FEM based non-rigid
transformation. The process has been initialized by a set of translations send-
ing the center of the atlas to the center of gravity of each subject using the
itk::ImageMomentsCalculator class. This is done to improve the initialization
and therefore reduce the computation time. The sum after bringing the center
of the atlas to the center of gravity of each subject is plotted in Figure 3(a).
The metric described in section 2.2 has been optimized using an iterative gradi-
ent ascent scheme. The gradient ascent is based on the Simultaneous Stochastic
Perturbation Approximation (SPSA) of the gradient, firstly introduced by Spall
[10]. The SPSA method incorporates two gains decreasing with the number of
iterations shrinking the distance over which the finite differences are calculated
as well as the learning rate.This method relies only on two measurements of the
objective function to be optimized. The SPSA optimization routine has been
integrated into the ITK[9] optimization framework.

3.1 Rigid and Scale Transformation Model

The algorithm described in Section 2 has been run using a transformation model
allowing translations, rotations and three scale factors. After registration of each
subject on the first estimate of the probabilistic atlas (to improve the consistency
of each subject as described in Section 2.2) the probabilistic atlas (Ground Truth
estimate) has been recomputed and plotted in Figure 2. The process is then it-
erated until convergence of the whole set of parameters (three iterations of prob-
abilistic atlas estimation and registration parameters estimation were needed in
this case). The sum of all subjects after rigid and scale alignment is plotted in
Figure 3(b).

3.2 FEM Volumetric Tetrahedral Mesh Transformation Model

To refine the results obtained in the former section, a volumetric tetrahedral
mesh has been used to extend the transformation model. The transformation is
then parameterized by the displacements at each node of the mesh. The nodes
displacements are propagated to any point of the common space of coordinates
using the shape functions of the element containing this point.

ul(x) =
∑

n∈Nodes

vn
l Nn(x) (5)

where ul stands for the lth component of the displacement field, x is the 3D
position in the fixed image volume, vn

l is the displacement of the nth node of
the element and Nn(x) is the shape function associated to the node n. In this
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experiment, a coarse mesh has been obtained from a 64 × 64 × 10 voxels3 BCC
grid as described in [7]. To improve the convergence of the optimization process,
we reduce the dimensionality of the space of parameters by selecting at each
iteration a set of “active nodes”. For this selection, a first derivative is computed
by generating a large number of gradient estimates using stochastic perturba-
tions on the whole set of nodes. The nodes where the norm of the derivative is
above a fixed threshold are selected as active nodes. Active nodes displacements
are propagated to other nodes by adding in the cost function a linear elastic
regularization constrain as we describe in [3]. The sum of all subjects after FEM
alignment of each subject on the probability map (starting from the results of
section 3.1) is plotted in Figure 3 (c). The border of the brain has become more
contrasted after FEM alignment. Figure 3 (d) plots a weighted sum of the four
labels in all subjects after FEM alignment (the intensity at voxel i is equal to∑

j DijWDij ,s).

Fig. 2. The STAPLE ground truth probability for each label is plotted after 1 itera-
tion of our algorithm for the background (a), the unmyelinated white matter (b), the
basal ganglia(c) and the remaining brain voxels classified in a separate class (d). The
steep rising from regions where the probability is 0 (black voxels) to regions where the
probability is 1 results from the important weight give to consistent subjects in the
Wsi computation.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This study, carried out on 22 preterm healthy infants, has demonstrated that
the STAPLE estimate of a probability map for each label can be used to align a
collection of subjects to a common space of coordinates. The use of volumetric
adaptive FEM meshes could allow the refinement of the transformation model
in specific areas, splitting elements where a significant variability is observed for
the current alignment. Statistical analysis of the set of node displacements will
allow to include prior information in non-rigid registration algorithms by seeking
first to optimize the main deformations modes observed in the atlas.
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Fig. 3. Sub-figure (a) plots the sum of all 22 pre-term healthy subjects after bringing
the center of gravity of each subject to the center of the atlas image. Sub-figure (b)
shows the sum of all subjects after alignment to the STAPLE probabilistic atlas (plotted
in Figure 2) using translations, rotations around X, Y and Z axis, and 3 scale factors. A
simple non-rigid transformation model using a regular FEM tetrahedral mesh has been
used to improve the accuracy around the borders of the brain. The result is plotted in
sub-figure (c). The FEM mesh has been built on a 64 × 64 × 10 voxels3 BCC regular
grid. Sub-figure (d) plots a weighted - by the tissue probability in the statistical atlas
- combination of labels for all subjects after FEM alignment.
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